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LATITUDE DELL 7300 13.3 FHD i5-83... DELL Latitude 7300 Laptop 13.3 FHD i5-83... DELL Latitude 5501 Laptop 15.6 i7-9850H ... LATITUDE DELL 3500 15.6'... LATITUDE DELL 5400 14'... DELL Latitude 5400 14 FHD laptop and ... DELL Latitude 5500 15.6' laptop ... DELL Latitude 7200 2in1 Laptop 12.3'... DELL Latitude 7400 2in1
14.0' laptop ... SHIROTA DELL 7400 2in1 14'amp;... DELL Latitude 5400 14 FHD laptop and ... LATITUDE DELL 5400 14'... DELL Latitude 3301 Laptop 13.3'... LATITUDE DELL 3500 15.6'... LATITUDE DELL 3510 15.6 FHD AG i3... SHIROTA DELL 3510 15.6 FHD AG i5... DELL Latitude 5310 13.3 FHD Touch Laptop... Dell Latitude
5410 14 FHD AG i5-1 Laptop... LATITUDE DELL 5510 15.5 FHD i5-10... LATITUDE DELL 7310 13.3 FHD AG i7... Dell Latitude 7310 13.3 FHD AG laptop ... Dell Latitude 9410 2in1 14 FHD laptop ... DELL Latitude 9510 15.6 FHD i5-10 Laptop... LATITUDE DELL 9510 15.6 FHD i7-10... DELL Latitude 9510 2in1 15.6 FHD laptop ... Dell
Latitude 5410 14 FHD AG i5-1 Laptop... LATITUDE DELL 5411 14 FHD i5-1040... Latitude Dell 5500 15.6 FHD i5-82... DELL Latitude 5511 15.6 FHD i5-10 Laptop... DELL Latitude 7200 2in1 12.3 FHD laptop ... DELL Latitude 5401 14 FHD i7-9850... I accept all we use cookies and analytical, marketing and social tools to ensure the
proper functioning of the website and personalization, optimization and ease of use of the portal. You can manage privacy settings in settings, details can be found in the privacy policy. The Dell Latitude 5300 2-in-1 is a modern convertible laptop that can be used in the traditional way or in tablet mode. In its interior we will find 8. Intel Core
processor generation, up to 32GB of RAM and high-speed SSD. The laptop has a 13.3-inch rotating touchscreen, as well as a handy keyboard, a Smart Card Reader and a thoughtful set of connectors. Performance and versatility Work the way you want: you can use your computer as a tablet with an extra pen or laptop. Connect ISO-
compatible keyboard. Connectivity anywhere: Work seamlessly on the go with an extra mobile broadband card up to 450Mbps.Constant Sync: With Modern Standby, you can quickly wake up your computer as Wi-Fi runs in the background. Power throughout the day: Work with a large-capacity battery with ExpressCharge, which can
charge up to 80% in one hour. Dell Power Manager allows you to choose one of four power modes, providing a balance between optimal battery use and Performance: Intel's latest 8th-generation processors ® the best 4th core™ vPro™ configuration to improve performance, ease of use, and security for your business. Built with you
ready: Get started faster with an additional fingerprint scanner integrated with the power button, or extra infrared cameras and Windows Hello features for seamless authentication. Best design: Compact, lightweight 2-in-1 laptop with an initial weight of 3.15 pounds has a narrow frame on four sides of the screen, Gorilla Glass edge-to-edge
and stylish finish. It is also available with additional thunderbolt™ 3 for even greater versatility. Sustainability: Dell is actively fighting pollution by using plastics from ocean waste in packaging. Fast operation, low temperature: our fans are based on liquid crystal polymeric (LCP) materials. This allows the rotor blades to be less thick and
provide optimal airflow or lower system temperature.Easy control and security convenience: you can control all Windows 10 devices with a single console integrated with Dell Client Command Suite and VMware® Workspace ONE™.Seamless: SafeID protects user credentials. The optional fingerprint reader in the power button and the
FIPS 201 smart card reader provide the high-speed multi-factor authentication you'd expect from the safest personal computers in the world. Remote Control: With exclusive vPro ™ dell extensions, you can manage and diagnose your fleet of devices remotely even if they're off. Intel processor® Core™ eighth generation processor (in the
best configuration of the 4th model i7 vPro™) Operating System (Dell recommends Windows 10 Pro for business).) Windows 10 Pro (64-bit version)Windows 10 Home (64-bit version) Touchscreen display with a wide angle of view, 13.3 diagonal and FHD (1920 x 1080) resolution with anti-glare coating and Gorilla Glass edge-to-edge,
300 nits of brightness, 32GB memory support pen (2 x 16GB) DDR4 2666MHz SDRAM memory without ECC M hard drive function. 2 2230 , 1TB, PCIe NVMeM SSD. 2 2230, 256 GB, PCIe NVMe Office Software TPM 2.0 FIPS 140-2 Certified, TCG CertificateOptional Fingerprint Scanner in Windows Power Button Compatible with
Windows HelloChain Lock Connector Additional Equipment Authentication Kits Touch Line Reader (in the power button) and Control Vault 3.0 Advanced Authentication Software with FIPS 140-2 third degree certificateTouch fingerprint scanner (in the power button), contact the reader of the smart card with FIPS-es es es 201 and control
Vault 3.0 Advanced authentication software with FIPS 140-2 third-degree certificateA touchscreen fingerprint scanner (in power button), contact Smart Card Reader with FIPS 201 certificate, Proximity Smart Card Reader , NFC, Control Of Vault 3.0 Advanced Authentication Software with FIPS 140-2 Third Degree Security Software Dell
Customer Team SuiteOptional Dell Data Security and ManagementDell Endpoint Security Suite EnterpriseDell Data SecurityDell Encryption Enterprise Dell Encryption Personal Dell Threat Defense MozyPro ® or MozyEnterprise®RSA NetWitness® Endpoint RSA SecurID AccessVMware Workspace ONEAbsolute® Endpoint Visibility and
Control Guarantee Limited Hardware Warranty4 , standard annual delivery after remote diagnosis11, additional warranty extension to 2, 3, 4 or 5 years and Dell ProSupport contracts for 3 to 5 years12 spills resistant keyboard without backlight with one waterproof backlit keyboard and one Microsoft touchpad pointing device® the accuracy
of ports 2 first-generation USB 3.1 ports1 First generation USB 3.1 port with PowerShare1 universal audio nest1 HDMI 1.41 DC entry 1 window lock card-reader microSD 4.01 slot for additional external uSIM1 smart card reader (optional) Height: 17.53 mm (0.69) front, 19.71 mm (0.78) rear x Width: 306.5 mm (12.1) x Depth: 207.5 mm
(8.16) Starting weight: 1.33 kg (2.92 lbs) Camera Extra HD HD RGB Camera Directed Noise Reduction Microphones Additional Skype for Business Certified Infrared Camera Not Camera Sound Card and Speakers High-quality Speakers Universal Audio Jack Directed microphones with Skype Noise Cancellation for Business Certified
Back Cover LCD screen is made from reinforced polymer fiber Wireless Wireless Wireless Card Kvalcomm KKA61x4A 802.11ac (2x2) with Bluetooth 4.2D Dual Band Intel® Wireless-AC 9560 Wi-Fi (2x2) with Bluetooth 5.0 Additional Bluetooth Intel Connection®® Wireless AC 9560 Wi-Fi (2x2) with Bluetooth 5.0 Extra Bluetooth Intel
connection® Wi-Fi-Fi 6 AX200 2x2 .11ax 160 MHz and Bluetooth 5.03-band broadband options8.10:Intel® XMM 7360 Global LTE-Advanced Basic Battery 3-cell 42Whr battery powered by ExpressCharge4-cell 60Whr Support The long-life ExpressCharge4-cell 60 WHr battery (with a 3-year limited hardware warranty; available in the
summer of 2019) To create your own laptop configuration for this series, please go to the product page and click on the configuration tab and then specify the configurator settings that best meet your expectations. The configurator lets you choose the best technical specification to keep your computer fully relevant to your needs. For most
products, you can also choose a longer or more advanced manufacturer warranty and product insurance. Laptops, laptops, intel Core i5 ultrabooks will be well-deserved popularity. These are not the most expensive systems, and their performance and parameters are very well refined. Intel Core i5 processors can have two, four or even
six cores, making them ideal for multitasking. The standard for most i5 units is turbocharged support and a fairly large L3 cache. Intel Core i5 processors can be a great choice for work, design, multimedia and gaming. Feel like you're in a real movie theater, edit and share holiday photos and videos in 4K resolution! With the Intel UHD
Graphics 620 with a base clock of 300 MHz with the ability to accelerate to 1150 MHz, you'll do much more! Excellent image quality and the sound of a home theater will give you an unforgettable experience during the screenings of the family action movie. With DirectX 12 support, real-life images take games to a whole new level. UHD
620 is a solution dedicated to everyday use - uninterrupted operation and unforgettable entertainment. That's all your computer needs. The even faster and more modern DDR4 RAM takes you to a new level of speed. The use of games, programs and applications will be even more comfortable. The memory of DDR4 is not only faster, but
also thinner in design than its predecessor, and therefore fits even in the thinnest cases of mobile devices. The modern, fast and reliable SSD will add another layer to your device. If you value lightning-fast performance, demanding computer games that run multiple files and programs, SSD will work reliably. Laptops with SSDs are quieter
and your data is even more secure - the media is mechanical and energy efficient, leading to battery life on your laptop. Excellent color and detail reproduction with touch is a solution that will work in any situation. The touchscreen simplifies the everyday use of the laptop and does a lot of activities much faster and more convenient without
the need for a mouse. Enjoy high-resolution media! The Full HD screen will keep you entertained at the highest level. Watching videos on your laptop, playing games, and viewing photos will be even more enjoyable. Juicy colors and incredibly realistic details will be much better visible with this resolution. Tired of faded flowers and bad
contrast? The IPS matrix laptop is a solution for any budget that also provides an extraordinary aesthetic experience when using multimedia. The screen using this technology has wide viewing angles, very good color transmission and a striking contrast. Glitter and reflections on the screen can be very tedious. For devices used for work, it
is worth putting on a matte coating. This solution allows you to see exactly what should be displayed on the screen, rather than reflections of light and tedious eye reflexes. Matt's coverage is standard in business devices, but it will also work for individual users. The right screen diagonal is a key issue for the convenience of your device. It
is it that should ensure the mobility of the device and the comfort of its operation. It's inches (1 inch to 2.54 cm). With hdmi, you can connect your TV or extra monitor to your device. Viewing photos and multimedia on the big screen will be even more exciting. Digital transmission through HDMI ensures that the highest quality data is
transmitted without interference or delay. Modern and reliable Bluetooth is a guarantee of uninterrupted wireless communication and easy data transmission. With this solution you will connect your mobile devices, copy files, send information, all with low power consumption and without unnecessary battery load. The Wi-Fi network adapter
allows for a wireless Internet connection. You can use the network provided by your home router or free Wi-Fi hotspots. Free Wi-Fi is available in many public places such as train stations, airports, shopping malls and cafes. This standard currently works in several versions. Below are the maximum speeds allowed: Standard g - up to 54
Mbps Standard n - up to 300 Mbps Standard ac - up to 1200 Mbps Excellent functionality and perfect design. Island Keyboard is an ultra-elegant solution that makes it easy to type and use a laptop, and makes cleaning the space between the keys of the child play. Individual keys move apart, and the space between them is filled with
ergonomically designed Work comfortably regardless of access to lighting. The backlit keyboard means that even in a dark room, you don't have to be drawn to an extra light source - individual keys are perfectly visible. This will make late or longer gameplay much more comfortable. The laptop does not have an optical drive. You can
purchase an external drive that connects to your laptop via USB. Offered products: Fast and reliable USB 3.0 provides up to ten times faster data copying than a regular USB port. Large files, photos, videos and documents will be copied instantly. USB 3.0 also guarantees reliable communication with peripherals and pointing devices. The
new express data connector is up to 5Gbit/s. This allows you to copy videos and large files in just a few seconds. USB Type-C improves data transmission to external drives and devices, and can connect a printer or scanner to it. This connector will eliminate the problem of connecting cables once and for all - the plug is two-way, so you
can plug it in the way you want. Windows 10 is synonymous with comfort, performance and functionality. In the famous Start menu, you'll find all the apps and programs you need. The new Microsoft Edge browser will make your internet even safer and more comfortable. Windows 10 is the perfect system for everyone in business and for
individuals. Windows 10 is also the latest DirectX 12 package that makes PC game graphics look even better. Work as you like: You can use your computer as a tablet with an extra pen or laptop. Connect a keyboard compatible with ANO. Connectivity anywhere: Work smoothly on the go with an extra mobile broadband card up to 450
Mbps. Constant Synchronization: with Modern Standby, you can quickly wake up your computer as Wi-Fi runs in the background. Power throughout the day: Work with a large-capacity battery with ExpressCharge, which can charge up to 80% in one hour. Dell Power Manager lets you choose from four power modes to find a balance
between optimal battery use and performance. High performance: Intel's newest 8th-generation processors® in the best configuration of the 4th i7 Core™ vPro™ - improve performance, ease of use and in your company. Ready to go: Get started faster with an optional fingerprint scanner integrated with a power button, or an additional
infrared camera and Windows Hello features for seamless authentication. Best design: Compact, lightweight 2-in-1 laptop with an initial weight of 3.15 pounds has a narrow frame on four sides of the screen, Gorilla Glass edge-to-edge and stylish finish. It is also available with additional thunderbolt™ 3 for even greater versatility.
Sustainability: Dell is actively fighting pollution by using plastics from ocean waste in packaging. Fast operation, low temperature: our fans are based on liquid crystal polymeric (LCP) materials. This allows the rotor blades to be less thick and provide optimal airflow, i.e. a lower temperature of the system. Exceptional convenience: Manage
all Windows 10 devices with a single console integrated with the Dell Client Command Suite and VMware® Workspace ONE™.Seamless: SafeID protects user credentials. The optional fingerprint reader in the power button and the FIPS 201 smart card reader provide the high-speed multi-factor authentication you'd expect from the safest
personal computers in the world. Remote Control: With exclusive vPro ™ dell extensions, you can manage and diagnose your fleet of devices remotely even if they're off. ProDeploy Client: Faster and less complex deployment of better-managed computers. Our TechDirect portal gives you complete control over all the details of your
deployment, automation and simplicity. ProSupport: Thanks to us, you'll get easy help with software and hardware. ProSupport includes 24/7 access to qualified professionals in the region who contact customers in case of critical problems. This allows you to focus on a strategic activity that drives your business. ProSupport Plus: Our most
comprehensive PC service includes all ProSupport components, as well as preventing hard drive failures, falling, flooding or repair jumps, as well as being able to save your hard drives if replaced. In today's world, speed matters, and there is no time for downtime. Dell's protecting you. Change the service to ProSupport Plus. The product
has no reviews yet. Add feedback first I wonder if the product will meet your expectations? Secure Laptop Package 44 55 z' details Hdd replacement for SSD - transmission system 44 z' 55 z' details Installation of memory in PC or laptop - test 24 z' 30 z' details Installation operating system 16.80 z' 21 z' details Installing antivirus 24 z' 30
zz' Extra details warranty 1 year -40% until September 335 zz details 2 years 2 years Warranty and -40% until the end of September 503 PLN 838 pln details Additional 1 year warranty (Insurance (3 years from purchase) 1 117 z' details Dell Latitude laptop 5300 2in1 (N006L5300132n1EMEA) also See: Samsung toner ML-D2850A Black,
Teka GFH 55, See: Samsung toner ML-D2850A Black, Teka GFH 55, See also: Samsung toner ML-D2850A Black, Teka GFH 55, See: Samsung Toner ML-D2850A Black, Teka GFH 555, See: Samsung Toner ML-D2850A Black, Teka GFH 55, See: Samsung Toner ML-D2850A Black, Teka GFH 55, See also: Samsung toner ML-
D2850A Black, Teka GFH 555, See also: Samsung toner ML-D2850A Black, Teka GFH 555, See: Samsung Toner ML-D2850A Black, Teka GFH 55, See: Samsung Toner ML-D2850A Black, Teka GFH Delock 65116, Incore Toner IB-TN328-C/TN-328C (Cyan), StarTech SFF8087 / 4X SFF8482 0.5 m (Cyan) SAS808782P50), Pilot
Frixion Point Insert for Azure Thin Description 1 piece (BLS FRP5LB) , Asus WT425 (90XB0280-BMU030) , StarTech USB-C USB HDMI, 0.1m, Black (CDP2HDUACP), JVC HA-EC30BT (JVC HA-EC30BT-B-E), BlueLounge CableBox Organizer Of Naval Cables (CB-01-MB), Philips E-line 276E9'DSB/00, LG BL-T12 LG G Pad 7.0 4000m
bulkAh, Baseus Baseus Doughnut ZI Wireless Charger Pink, Lenovo Legion Y530-15ICH (81FV00W0PB) 16GB of RAM / 512GB M.2 PCIe / 128GB SSD / Windows 10 Home PL, Bisset Watch Bisset BSBE18 SINX 05AX CHRONO Universal, Interprint Sticky Notes 75x75mm 300K (333193), Intel Celeron 300 300 300 latitude 5300 2 in 1
specs. latitude 5300 2 in 1 price. latitude 5300 2 in 1 drivers. latitude 5300 2 in 1 docking station. latitude 5300 2 in 1 review. latitude 5300 2 in 1 pen. latitude 5300 2 in 1 i7. latitude 5300 2 in 1 bios
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